Two-Week Microsoft Fabric “Proof of Concept”
Who We Are

MDS Applied Innovation delivers data, analytics, ML/AI, IoT and sustainability solutions.

Microsoft Data & AI, Digital App Innovation, Modern Work and Security Solution Designated

Certified Microsoft Professionals and engineers
Branch offices in Washington, D.C, Florida, Texas, and Puerto Rico
100% Woman-owned Business Enterprise WBENC Certified

Founded in 1994
Headquarter in NYC

Data Management, Data Integration, Data Governance

S P E C I A L I Z A T I O N S

Data & AI Team
Senior team of professionals with deep technical skills

Specialized in Microsoft Emerging Cloud Technologies
ML/AI, Analytics, Microsoft Intelligent Cloud

Broad Set of Data Skillset and Services
Data Management, Data Integration, Data Governance

MCS Certified
Global System Integrators, IT Consulting Services, Staffing & Workforce Solutions

Property of Maureen Data Systems
Data & AI and Digital App Solution Designated Partner

**Global System Integrators**: Global Companies that specializes in bringing together component subsystems into a whole and ensuring that those subsystems function together, a practice known as system integration.

**IT Consulting Services**: are Companies that help clients assess different technology strategies and, in doing so, align their technology strategies with their business or process strategies. These services support customers’ IT initiatives by providing strategic, architectural, operational and implementation planning.

**Staffing & Workforce Solutions**: are Companies that provide Staffing and/or Workforce services & solutions that include temporary staffing, permanent placement, career transition, re-skilling and talent development, as well as outsourcing and consulting.
With the growing footprint of data in every organization, across every industry; as we enter a new era defined by AI, this data is becoming even more important.

The Maureen Data Systems' Two-Week Proof of Concept engagement, "Modern Enterprise Solutions using Microsoft Fabric" accelerates your exploration of this end-to-end, unified analytics platform and guides you through an intensive 14-day effort using the new Microsoft Fabric trial in a non-production capacity.
Objectives

• Experienced, Microsoft Data Engineer and Project Manager leads a limited, two-week agenda that explores (1) organizational workload using either structured, semi-structured or unstructured data, processes and/or legacy solutions to determine what types of processes, Microsoft data services, solutions are required to ensure more accessible and qualified future-state, data solutions and/or services using the Microsoft Fabric. This PoC will be executed using a trial version in a non-production capacity.

• Comprehensive, in-depth technical roadmap to implementing Microsoft’s new data platform including technical recommendations document.
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